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Welcome to KSA
Katherine School of the Air (KSA) is one of three distance education
schools within the Northern Territory operated by the Department of
Education (DoE) and funded by the Northern Territory Government. KSA
currently has over 200 students enrolled and enrolment numbers
continue to increase.
KSA offers a wide range of education services and learning programs for
students from Preschool to Year 9 in the top end of the Northern Territory
including the islands off the NT coast, Western Australia near the NT
border as well as NT residents who are temporarily overseas and
interstate.
KSA caters for a diverse range of family circumstances including
geographical isolation, travelling and students with medical conditions.
The table below lists the types of enrolments eligible for distance
education.
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Western
Australia

Medical 12%
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Dual Enrolled 4%
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40%

Travelling Australia
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General Information

CONTACT

OPENING HOURS

Phone: 89 651 555
General Email:
kath.soa@education.nt.gov.au

School Term
7:30 am to 4:00 pm
Monday to Friday
School holidays
Contact the school for school
holidays opening hours.

MAIL

Student materials and IT quipment
Reply paid 531
KATHERINE NT 0851
General Mail
PO Box 531
KATHERINE NT 0851

AFTER HOURS LOCKERS

After hours lockers are available for
pick up and drop off.
Contact the mailroom or reception
to arrange access.

VISITING

101 Giles Street Katherine
Families are welcome to visit KSA.
We ask that families let the school
know before visiting. This allows
teachers to arrange time to spend
with students.

NEWSLETTER

The school newsletter called 'The
Dish" is emailed weekly to student
email accounts.
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Enrolment
FAMILY SUPPORT

ENQUIRY

For enrolment contact the school
principal. The Principal will discuss
the family circumstances and
eligibility to enrol. Once enrolment is
confirmed enrolment forms will be
sent via email.
Phone: 89 651 555
Email: kath.soa@education.nt.gov.au

TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT

The Digital and Data Team (DaD)
support families with setting up
technology required for learning online
and advising on technology required.
The team provides ongoing support to
all families.

COORDINATOR

The Family Support Coordinator (FSC)
supports families through the
enrolment process and the initial
start at KSA. The FSC can assist with:
Enrolment process
Collecting student achievement
data
Starting at KSA
Connecting families and teachers
Classroom setup
Home tutor support
Unpack of work packs
The FSC will contact new families
after the initial conversation with the
Principal.
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Enrolment Criteria

ENROLMENT

AGE OF ENTRY

CATAGORIES

PRESCHOOL

Children turning four:
before/on 30 June are eligible to
enrol in preschool at the
commencement of the school year.
after 30 June are eligible to enrol in
preschool at the commencement
of semester 2 with the
understanding that the child will
access more than 12 months of
preschool.
after 30 September who have not
enrolled at the commencement of
semester 2, are eligible to enrol at
the commencement of the
following school year.
who are already enrolled in a
government preschool are eligible
to enrol throughout the school
year.

Geographical isolation
Dual enrolment
Special Circumstances – non-NT
residents, medical grounds,
significant support needs (flexible
learning arrangements), exclusion
or expulsion
Parent employment – interstate or
overseas
Travelling – interstate or overseas
Elite Performance

DISTANCE EDUCATION

Enrolment must be for a minimum
of 1 semester (20 weeks)
The student must be suitably
supervised and supported by an
adult each school day to compete
their learning program
The student must be provided with
an appropriate learning space and
environment
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Enrolment Criteria

GEOGRAPHICALLY

SPECIAL CIRCUMSTANCE

ISOLATED CRITERIA

CRITERIA

A student may be enrolled on the
grounds of geographical isolation
where they meet one of the following
criteria:
The distance between the family
home and the nearest appropriate
government school is at least 56km
via the shortest practicable route.
The distance between the family
home an the nearest transport to an
appropriate government school is at
least 4.5km and the distance to the
school is at least 16km via the
shortest practicable route.
There is no reasonable access to an
appropriate government school for
at least 20 days of the school year
because of adverse travel conditions
or other circumstances beyond the
family’s control.

To be enrolled under special
circumstances, the student must
meet one of the following criteria:
Interstate and international students who are living outside of
the Northern Territory can be
enrolled as fee paying students
Medical Grounds – students with a
long-term illness or medical
condition can be enrolled with
medical certification to validate
their incapacity to attend a
mainstream school.
Significant Support Needs –
students requiring extensive
program adjustments can be
enrolled where there is evidence to
demonstrate that the student
cannot attend or participate in
mainstream schooling on a regular
basis.

DUAL ENROLMENT
CRITERIA

To be dually enrolled in a NT
government school and KSA, one of
the following criteria must be met:
components of the school’s
program are delivered in first
language
the school has limited capacity to
deliver alternative programs or
programs that meet the student
needs
the student requires a flexible
education arrangement.
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Terms & Attendance

2022 SCHOOL YEAR

ATTENDANCE &

KSA is a NT Government School and
follows the remote school dates

PARTICPATION

Semester 1
Term 1
Start Tuesday 1 February
Finish Friday 8 April
Term 2
Start Tuesday 19 April
Finish Friday 24 June
Semester 2
Term 3
Start Tuesday 19 July
Finish Friday 23 September
Term 4
Start Monday 10 October
Finish Friday 16 December

To ensure students continue to learn,
progress and reach their full potential,
the school expects every student to
fully engage with their learning
program. Weekly attendance and
engagement will be measured by:
Student participation in
phone/email - contact with their
teacher as required.
Student participation in online
lessons – students who have access
to online lessons are expected to
attend scheduled lessons for the
subjects they are enrolled in.
Student work returns – required
tasks are expected to be submitted
by the due date.
Teachers monitor student attendance
every day.
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Contact Events

CONTACT EVENTS

VISITING THE SCHOOL

KSA has several contact events
throughout the school year. These
events are a great opportunity for
students to engage and socialize with
their teachers and fellow classmates in
learning activities.

When in Katherine, families are
encouraged to drop into the school.
With prior warning, parents can book
times to meet with teachers.

Parents and Home Tutors are able to
engage in a series of learning
opportunities.
Sporting activities and carnivals for
various sports and swimming are also
undertaken at various contact event.

Teachers can work with students,
provide feedback on work returns and
student progress. It is also an
opportunity to talk with the home
tutor and provide further assistance if
needed.
It would be appreciated if families
contact their teachers to plan their
visit, 2-3 days ahead is ideal.

For more information on events and
when they will be occurring please see
the All Katherine School of the Air
Team. Announcements are placed on
the Team leading up to events with
forms and information booklets.

PATROLS

KSA sees patrols (home visits) as a vital
part of the education service provided.
They are an opportunity to build
relationships and provide on-site
support to families.
The timing and focus of visits are
negotiated with families.
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Curriculum

KSA CURRICULUM

AUSTRALIAN

KSA has developed course material in
line with the Australian Curriculum.

CURRICULUM

Preschool students engage in a play
based program to learn about
themselves within the context of their
families and communities.

The Australian Curriculum is designed
to help all young Australians to
become successful learners, confident
and creative individuals, and active and
informed citizens.

Primary students engage in separate
subjects for English, Mathematics,
Health and Physical Education. Other
subjects are combined in an integrated
inquiry project designed to immerse
students in deep learning across a
range of topics.
Middle Years students engage in a
range of Australian Curriculum
subjects with a particular focus on
preparing them for their future.
All KSA students engage in an Social
Emotional Learning program. The SEL
program supports student personal
and social development.

Learning Areas
English
Mathematics
Science
Health and Physical Education
Humanities and Social Sciences
History
Geography
Civics and Citizenship
Economics and Business
The Arts
Dance
Drama
Media
Music
Visual Arts
Health and Physical Education
Technologies
Design and Technologies
Digital Technologies
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Teaching

LEARNING MATERIAL

ONLINE RESOURCES

Student learning materials are
available online and as paper copies.
The material is designed to guide the
home tutor and student through the
content required for successful
learning.

KSA provides a safe and interactive
online environment for students to
engage in their learning. This provides
access to learning materials, video clips
and other media to enhance the
student’s learning experience.

Together the home tutor and KSA
teachers plan, teach and assess
student learning. For more information
about home tutors refer to Community
in this handbook.

Students upload work returns online
allowing marking by teachers and
sharing with other students.

ONLINE LESSONS

KSA teachers deliver online lessons to
enrich the student’s learning
experience. Using video conferencing
software, teachers and students can
interact and engage in learning
activities as a group.
Students are provided opportunities to
engage with each other to discuss and
share their thinking. Online lessons are
considered compulsory for students
with access to the appropriate
technology.
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Teaching

INDIVIDUAL/ SMALL

MONITORING AND

GROUP SESSIONS

ASSESSING

Teachers are available for individual /
small group lessons. These lessons are
targeted teaching/assessing time
which may include a specific
instructional focus, follow-up of the
student’s work return or additional
support related to the student’s
individual learning plan.

Student learning is monitored on a
daily basis through work returns,
interactions with teachers and
feedback from home tutors.
Assessment tasks are embedded in the
student learning materials and aligned
to the Australian Curriculum. Students
participate in a range of diagnostic
assessments for reading, spelling and
maths which are administered by the
teacher or the home tutor.
Teachers gather evidence of student
learning and provide feedback and
recommendations for future learning
to the student, home tutor, and parent.

LEARNING SUPPORT

EVIDENCE OF LEARNING

Teachers maintain an Evidence of
Learning Folio (ELF) for each student.
The ELF is a collection of work samples,
photographs and anecdotal notes
gathered throughout the year and is
used by the teacher to monitor and
evaluate students' progress over time.
The ELF is a useful reference tool which
can be accessed during parent-teacher
interviews.

KSA is committed to personalised
learning for each student so that they
achieve optimal academic, social and
emotional outcomes. For most
students, their needs will be met by
whole of school or class programs,
however for students with specific
needs (e.g. English as a Second
Language, learning difficulties or
disabilities) the school will adapt or
modify teaching and learning
programs accordingly.
In some cases students can access
targeted learning programs in school
groups and one-on-one.
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Reports

SEMESTER REPORTS

INTERIM REPORTS

The purpose of reporting is to
communicate information about
student achievement and progress to
parents/carers. At KSA written reports
of achievement are provided to parents
twice a year, at the end of semester 1
and semester 2.

Interim reports are provided to
students in years 7 to 9 at the end of
term 1 and term 3. The interim report
provides parents and home tutors with
a snapshot of a student’s progress and
engagement in their learning.

For students in Years 1 to 9, written
reports consist of an A-E grade, effort
grade and comment for each learning
area/subject taught and assessed that
semester. No A-E grade is given for
Transition students.
The Australian Curriculum
achievement standards indicate the
skills, knowledge and understandings
that students should typically
demonstrate by a particular point in
their schooling and are used as a
common reference point for reporting
to parents.
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Technology

ACCESSING TECHNOLOGY

INTERNET SERVICES

Technology is an integral part of
student's learning in the 21st century.
KSA caters for students with a wide
variety of technology access, including
those with no internet to those with
high speed and unlimited bandwidth.

Families arrange their own internet
through their chosen provider. A
conversation with the DaD Manager is
recommended to assist with selecting
the right service for the family's needs.

When enrolling at the school, families
have an initial conversation with the
Digital & Data Manager to assess their
technology needs.
Families can hire a laptop kit from the
school with the KSA DaD Team
providing support and maintenance.
Hired equipment comes with all
hardware and learning software
required for schooling.

INTERNET SUBSIDY

Families using their own internet may
be eligible for a Internet Service
Subsidy through KSA.
Access to the subsidy is discussed at
enrolment.

PROGRAMS & APPS
SUPPORT

KSA has a Digital and Data Team who
are available to support families
throughout the whole year including
school holidays. The DaD Team is
accessible to all KSA families for:
Initial Setup
Software Installation
Technology Support
Problem Solving
Training
Servicing Laptops

KSA uses the following apps and
programs with students or for students
learning and outcomes.
Microsoft Teams
Microsoft Office 365
Reading Eggs
Mathletics
Swirk
Spellodrome
Typing Tournament
Reading A-Z
Sunshine online
OARS
Canva
GradeXpert
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Facilities

LIBRARY

GROUNDS

Reading is an essential life skill. To
promote students’ enjoyment and
competency in reading, KSA has a wellresourced library. Students can borrow
books by emailing the librarian at
ksa.library@education.nt.gov.au or
make requests through their teacher.
When families visit the school, they are
also encouraged to spend time
browsing the library.

KSA travelling through Katherine are
encouraged to use the safe enclosed
grounds. The enclosed area has:
Playground
Exploration gardens
Shaded play areas
Shaded picnic tables

KSA also has an ebook arrangement
with NT Libraries.

Families are welcome to use
undercover area with tables, chairs and
toilet facilities when visiting
Kathernine.

MAILROOM

The mailroom is responsible for the
dispatch of learning materials,
resources and equipment between the
school and families. A barcode system
is used to monitor all resources and
equipment loaned to a student.
KSA it is important that families notify
the school of any changes of address.
When visiting the school families are
encouraged to visit the mailroom to
drop off schoolwork and pick up mail.
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Community

HOME TUTORS

ASSEMBLIES

It is a requirement of enrolment in
distance education that parents
appoint/employ a home tutor. The
home tutor’s primary role is to
facilitate the learning program.

Assemblies occur weekly online. They
are a positive way to build a sense of
school and foster a sense of belonging
for each student. At assembly, students
are acknowledged for their
achievements and progress in their
learning. Principal and class awards are
presented to students for displaying
the school values. Students with online
lesson access are expected to attend.

The home tutor and KSA teacher are a
teaching team who work together to
plan for, teach and assess the student.
The home tutor supports the student
to work through the learning materials
provided by the school and follows up
on feedback provided by the teacher.
In middle years, students may work
more independently, however it is still
important that a home tutor be
available to guide and support learning
as needed.

HOME TUTOR TRAINING

Throughout the year there are many
opportunities for home tutors to
engage in professional development.
These events aim to provide the
necessary skills and information for
home tutors to be successful in their
role.

SCHOOL COUNCIL

The KSA School Council is made up of
chairperson, secretary, four parents
representatives, principal and two
teachers. The council is essential in
providing feedback and guidance for
school improvement. The council
meets regularly to discuss the school
operations. All parents and home
tutors are welcome to attend.

ICPA

The Isolated Children’s Parents
Association (ICPA) strives to ensure all
isolated children have equality in
access to quality education and
opportunities. Parents are strongly
encouraged to become members of
the ICPA.
The small membership fee gives
families access to numerous bursaries
and grants, the Home Tutor Register,
up-to-date information and
subscriptions to ICPA magazines Down
the Track (NT) and PEDALS (federal).
For further information or to join ICPA,
visit www.icpa.com.au
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Financial Assistance

BACK TO SCHOOL SCHEME

The NT Government’s Back to School
Payment Scheme provides financial
assistance to parents or carers, who
have children enrolled in an NT school
or are registered for home-schooling.
You are entitled to receive $150
towards educational goods and
services for each child and the school
will provide a list of the items available.
The payment can only be used to
purchase goods or services from the
school.
If your child is in transition to Year 12
you will receive the payment
entitlement in Term 1 each year and
the entitlement must be used in Term
1.
If your child is in preschool the
entitlement is available through the
year, but is only valid to the end of the
first term in which they enrol.

ASSISTANCE FOR
ISOLATED

CHILDREN

The Commonwealth Government
provides a non-means tested Distance
Education Allowance under the
Assistance for Isolated Children (AIC)
Scheme. The payment is paid in
quarterly instalments. Application
forms are available from any Centrelink
office and online.
Centrelink requires the school to report
whether 75% of student work, for each
student receiving AIC, has been
returned each term and require school
certification of appropriate attendance.
Should 75% of work not be returned
completed the school will advise
Centrelink and an adjustment of
allowances may result.
A family that has been approved for
AIC, may apply for the NT Allowances
below. The school accepts interstate
based enrolments, but the NT
allowances only apply for NT residents.

SPORTS VOUCHER

The Department of Tourism, Sport and
Culture offers the Remote Sports
Voucher Scheme to reduce the cost of
a child’s participation in sport, cultural
and recreational activities and is
managed by the school in the form a
grant.

https://www.servicesaustralia.gov.au/in
dividuals/services/centrelink/assistance
-for-isolated-children-scheme

This funding is used for venue hire,
student entry fees and a portion as a
participation subsidy to parents for
their child’s participation in contact
events.
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Financial Assistance

NT DISTANCE EDUCATION

SCHOOLS OF THE AIR

ALLOWANCES

FUNCTION ALLOWANCE

Once AIC approval is received, you can
apply for the following allowances.
· Correspondence site allowance
· Correspondence site allowance preschool
· School of the air functions allowance
· Materials delivery assistance scheme.

The functions allowance will be paid
for attendance at a maximum of two
approved school functions e.g. Swim
Week, mini schools, Inschool etc. The
allowance is based on calculations per
family not on a per student basis.

For more information call 1800 019 157
or visit
https://nt.gov.au/learning/studentfinancial-help-andscholarships/financial-help-forisolated-students

CORRESPONDENCE SITE
ALLOWANCE

MATERIALS DELIVERY
ASSISTANCE

Provides assistance towards the costs
associated with the delivery and pick
up of KSA materials required for your
child's distance education. If a private
vehicle travels more than 5km for the
sole purpose of picking up or delivering
school materials a km allowance will
be payable to eligible families.

The correspondence site allowance
scheme assists students approved for
distance education allowances under
the AIC Scheme (above) by providing a
one off payment toward
the costs associated with education
through a school of the air or other
distance learning arrangement.

CORRESPONDENCE SITE
ALLOWANCE PRESCHOOL

The correspondence site allowance
scheme assists four year old children
that are enrolled in preschool with the
Alice Springs or Katherine School of
the Air.
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